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The key knowledge to support this topic  

- That food is grown and made in different ways  

- We must look after our bodies through a healthy   

diet, exercise and good personal hygiene. 

- The United Kingdom is made up of England, Ireland, 

Scotland and Wales. 

- Human geography involves man made features and 

physical features are naturally formed. 

- Different ingredients and equipment is needed to 

prepare different dishes  

- Plants need light, water and a suitable temperature 

to grow 

The key vocabulary to support this topic   

 

food       healthy       hygiene       exercise     plant     

seed       grow      countries      cities      

human features             physical features   

The key skill I will use during topic  

 

- Evaluating existing products   

- Preparing recipes  

- Using simple political  and large scale maps  

- Investigating what plants need to survive  

- Observing how plants grow and stay healthy   

In this topic the children will be designing and making 

a healthy menu to serve in Thorpepark café. Parents 

and carers will be invited to the Café. We will learn 

about plants and what they need to survive. We will 

investigate where our food comes from . 

Trips / Special events  

Thorpepark Café  

Tesco supermarket trip 

Thorpepark 50  

 

 Design and make a sandwich  



We will be reading 

 Cross curricular 

computing  

 
QR codes  

 

Supermarket products 

research 

Maths  

Addition & Subtraction 

Measure – Length and height 

Fractions of shapes, numbers, lengths 

and quantities.  

Fractions including: ½ 1/3 ¼ 2/4 and ¾ 

We will be writing 

- Re-telling stories  

- Traditional tales with a twist  

- Menus 

- Letters 

- Recipes and instructions 

- Recount of Thorpepark Café  

- Life cycles  

 

This half term we will be working on 

presentation, handwriting and spelling 

words with suffixes.  

Design Technology  

Science  

What do plants need to grow and stay healthy? 

What happens if humans eat too much of the 

wrong types of food? 

What foods do you enjoy eating that grow from 

a plant? 

plant    seed     exercise    healthy 

Geography  

Name some of the major cities in the UK. 

How are human features different to physical 

features? 

Do you think human features improve places 

that we live in? 

countries        cities      human features    

physical features 

Jigsaw  
Healthy me  

Keeping their     
bodies healthy  
 
Different foods 

Exercising  

Hygiene  

RE 
 

Christian beliefs  

 

Christian artefacts and 

symbols 

 

The Easter story 

Name some elements of a healthy meal  

 

Dairy contains fat, yet it is good for you.      

Explain why? 

What healthy meals would you create? Why?  

Healthy, preparation hygiene, balanced meal, 

ingredients , recipes, menus  


